
 Upcoming Events

Hibernation Exultation

2/2 @ 1:00pm-3:30pm

Lake Roland Bird Count

2/15 @ 8:00-10:00 am & 2/16 @ 9:00-11:00 am

Ongoing Programs:

Friday Strolls - 9:00am

Yoga in the Park -  1st and 3rd Saturday, 9:00-10:00am

Weed Warriors - 2nd Saturday, 9:00-10:00am

Nature Talks - last Saturday of the month, 10:30am

 

What to Look For in January!

Gray Squirrel Mating
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The groundhog is one of the very few animals in Maryland to truly

hibernate. Learn about hibernation, the animals that undergo it, and

then hike to a groundhog den as they begin to awake.

And more! 

To view our full calendar and program prices, please visit

us at lakeroland.org. Please email us at LakeRol-

RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov to register.

LAKE ROLAND 
M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

J A N U A R Y  2020

1000  Lakeside Dr ive,  Bal t i more,  MD,  21210

 

Join park staff and the Baltimore Bird Club on a hike for the Great

Backyard Bird Count. Bird counts from events around the world will

be shared with the Cornell Lab of Ornithology  and the National

Audubon Society to help evaluate the global bird populations.

Binoculars are available. Please dress for the weather.

The Coldest Week of the Year

Evergreens in Winter

It is definitely true that there are less colors to

see and less activity to observe outdoors in the

winter. Not all is lost, however, as there are a

few plants that maintain their colors during

winter. These herbaceous evergreens include

trailing arbutus, partridgeberry, and spotted

wintergreen.

Maryland weather records indicate that

historically, the coldest week of the year is

usually around January 12-26. During this

week, the average low is 23 degrees and the

average high is 41 degrees. Don't let this stop

you from coming out to enjoy all that Lake

Roland has to offer! Layering up will help you

retain body heat and fight off that winter chill!

We've all seen it - squirrels quickly chasing

one another around the forest floor and up the

trunks of trees. This chasing behavior is

actually very significant as it represents that

the squirrels are in the first of their two yearly

mating seasons. The mating seasons run from

December-February and from May-June.

Squirrels can live up to twelve years, and they

produce quite frequently. 

Linoleum Block Printing and Card Making for Adults

2/1 & 2.8 @ 10:00am-1:00pm
Looking for something new to learn as the winter doldrums approach?

Join us for a two session class on Saturday, February 1st and

Saturday, February 8th, 10:00-1:00 both days. Learn how to carve a

linoleum block and create multiple prints the first class. In the second

class, make unique cards with you original prints. *Must sign up for

both classes* *Supplies provided*



Instagram Highlight

Thank you to everyone mentioning us or tagging us 

in photos from Lake Roland. We love to see how the 

community enjoys the park!

 

Our national symbol has been spotted here pretty frequently the

last few weeks, this time by @beastsofbaltimore: "Bald Eagle

(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) looking over Lake Roland."

Animal Ambassador

Meet our Black

Rat Snake!
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Follow us on Instagram @lake_roland for program information,

park updates, daily activities, and more.

Tag us in your own posts from the park for a chance to be

featured in next months newsletter!

Baltimore County Nature Quest

Nature Quest

 

Looking for a New Years resolution that gets

you outdoors? Look no further!

 

Have an adventure in your own backyard

with Baltimore County Nature Quest. Pick up

your Nature Quest passport booklet at

participating parks, online at

LakeRoland.org/nature-quest, or at your local

Wegmans grocery store. The passport will

direct participants to hiking, biking, and

canoeing opportunities at the County's nature

sites, where questers can record their visit in

the Passport. The passport includes maps of

featured trails throughout Baltimore County

parks that will guide you to a post where you

can mark the completion of the trail. 

 

 

Complete just five trails to earn

prizes and earn free admission to

Nature Quest Fest in the fall!

Black Rat Snakes are 

Maryland's largest species 

of snake, with the largest 

one found being 101 inches 

long! These non-venomous 

natives are typically entirely 

black with white undersides 

as adults. Young rat snakes are often mistaken for Northern Pine

Snakes, as they have brown/gray splotching patterns before their

adult colors come in. In captivity, these snakes can live over 20

years. They are skillful climbers and often use this skill to ascend

trees while on the search for eggs, small birds, and mice to eat. 

The Black Rat currently residing in the Nature Center is not fully

grown. He is about three years old, and is still growing! He enjoys

climbing on the pine branches in his tank, and is fairly personable.

Although Black Rat snakes are non-venomous, they can be

temperamental in the wild, so it is suggested that you still admire

them from a distance should you encounter one!



Naturalist's Corner

   Reindeer Moss is a ground cover lichen, usually growing in

sandy or dry soil types. It only grows to a few inches in height

and takes many years to do so at that. It is often gray or white

and very brittle through much of the year but will turn greenish

and become a bit more flexible after it rains and the alga

produces more chlorophyll. During cold, winter droughts the

brittle arms can be very delicate and will give a crunch

underfoot.
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Like a Fungus, Like an Alga

 

Many of us are keen to notice all the different plants and animals that inhabit our part of the world, but a type of life

that is often overlooked are lichens. But what is a lichen? Is it a plant? A fungus? An alga? Where are they found?

Introducing the Reindeer Moss.  

   Not actually a moss at all the Gray Reindeer Moss is a lichen

native to Maryland but is also widely dispersed in the Boreal

Forests of Canada. But what is a lichen? A lichen is a fungus

that has formed a symbiotic relationship with an alga. The

fungus provides the structure and the protection while the alga

provides photosynthetic sugars that fuel the growth of the

fungus. Lichens are fairly common, often growing on tree trunks

and rocks. They also secrete acids that can dissolve rock, the

first step in soil creation!

   The Reindeer Moss is one of the few organisms that can survive the extreme temperatures of winter, especially in

northern arctic climates like that of the Boreal Forests in Canada. Being one of the only things around in the long

stretches of the colder months it has become a staple diet for many large, grazing mammals of Canada. Animals like

Caribou, Moose, Musk Oxen, and Reindeer, which is how it got the name Reindeer Moss.

   Although not commonly consumed as a

food humans have found medical uses for

this lichen. It is high in Vitamins A and B

and has been used to treat diarrhea, jaundice,

skin diseases, tuberculosis, and whooping

cough. Today, a greener variety is often used

by model train  hobbyists  because  it

resembles miniature shrubbery. Next time

you're walking around and hear a crunch

underfoot, look out for this not-so-well-

known lichen!
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Winter Safety

Sustainability Tips

Do not leave pet food outside unattended. This may attract a large array of wildlife from raccoons, to foxes, to even

bears in some parts of the state!

If you notice that wildlife is entering your home, seek out any cracks or crevices where they may be gaining entrance

and seal them up as best as you can

If you have a chimney in your home, double check that it has a screen to prevent wildlife from getting through

Especially if you live in more rural areas, secure garbage vessels with bungee cords, latches, etc. 

If you notice that birds seem to be running into your windows, place some coverings in order to break up the reflective

glass. Here in the Nature Center, for example, we have placed a few small cut-out birds on our large windows

Mice and snakes love to hide out in stacks of firewood, so if their presence begins to worry you, consider moving the

stack further away from your home

How to Handle Winter Wildlife

 

Here in Maryland, we are lucky to have such diverse ecosystems and wildlife that inhabit them. It is great to admire the

plants and animals that you may see outdoors, but it is also important to remember to keep your distance! Most of the

time, whatever animal you encounter is much more scared of you than you are of it. 

 

Here are some tips for reducing run-ins between you and wildlife that you may see:

We rely on membership fees and donations to fund the Lake Roland Nature Council’s efforts and projects in the

park. Every dollar of your membership goes to support those efforts.

Please join us in supporting Lake Roland.

To become a member: Visit us at lakeroland.org - Join Lake Roland

                                           For any questions and/or concerns: Please contact us by email at                                               

LakeRol-RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov or by phone at 410-887-4156.

Join Lake Roland!

Warm up your car before driving off. You drive better when you're not shivering!

Wear shoes with good traction. Ice can be thick or thin and sometimes hard to see. Wearing appropriate shoes will

reduce your chances of getting hurt out on the trails.

Salt any melting snow or ice before it gets dark. When the temperature drops that snow melt will freeze! Salt will help

cut down on ice.

Always bring water with you and take it out of the car. You still need to stay hydrated in winter, and liquids left in the

car can freeze, expand, and rupture your bottle.

Layer up. Everyone knows you can get cold in winter, but too much insulation and you'll be sweating! Having multiple

layers will help you find that perfect in between.

Carry snacks with you. Your body burns calories to stay warm.  A snack here and there will help supply your body

with the energy it needs to sat warm.

Tips on Being Safe in this Winter Wonderland

 

Winter weather is upon us, and that can mean hazardous conditions in otherwise daily routines. To help everyone make

sure they have a safe and happy winter season, here are a few tips for staying warm in the colder months:

 


